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Photons may have homogeneous polarization and may carry quantized orbital angular momentum (OAM). Pho-
ton entanglement has been realized in various degrees of freedom such as polarization and OAM. Using a pair of
orthogonally polarized states carrying opposite-handedness quantized OAMs could create “quantized” vector-
polarization states with space-variant polarization structures. It is thus possible to extend the polarization degree
of freedom from two dimensional space to indefinite dimensional discreteHilbert space. We present a class of
vector-polarization entangled Bell states, which use the spatial modes of the vector fields with space-variant
polarization structure. We propose a scheme of creating thevector-polarization entangled Bell states using a
Sagnac interferometer. We also design an analyzer for identifying the vector-polarization entangled Bell states.
Such a class of entanglement is important for quantum information science and technology, and fundamental
issues of quantum theory, due to its advantage of the increase in information capacity.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Tx, 42.25.Ja

I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum entanglement, which is one of the quintessential
features of quantum theory and a manifestation of nonlocal-
ity of quantum mechanics [1, 2], shows stronger correlations
than classically explainable [3, 4]. It is of great importance for
quantum information science and fundamental issues of quan-
tum theory. For example, Bell-basis states as important en-
tangled states have been widely used in quantum information
processing tasks such as quantum computation [5], quantum
teleportation [6–8], entanglement swapping [9–13], quantum
dense coding [14–16], quantum key distribution [17, 18], and
quantum secure direct communication [19, 20].

For a two-particle entangled state, neither particle possesses
its own well-defined state before performing the measure-
ment, while once the state of one particle is measured the
state of another particle is also defined instantaneously. Pho-
ton entanglement has be in fact realized in various degrees of
freedom. Entangled photon states have hitherto been mostly
realized by the two orthogonal polarization states of photons.
To enable more efficient use of communication channels in
quantum cryptography, multi-dimensional entanglement isof
great importance. Higher-order entanglement has been sug-
gested via multiport beam splitters [21, 22].

Orbital angular momentum (OAM) carried by photons with
helical phase structures [23], as a fundamentally controllable
degree of freedom of photons, has attracted extensive atten-
tion and academic interest in quantum foundations and quan-
tum information. The OAM as a degree of freedom has
many novel properties and important applications, for in-
stance, uncertainty relations of angular position-OAM [24],
violation of the Bell inequality [25], preparation of the four
Bell states [26], and qutrit quantum communication proto-
cols [27]. As the quanta of OAM carried by a single photon
has no theoretical upper limit, which defines an infinitely di-
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mensional discrete Hilbert space, the OAM offers a practical
way to create multi-dimensional entanglement [28–31].

Here we focus on quantum entangled vector-polarization
states of photons [32, 33]. We present vector-polarizationen-
tangled Bell states, which use the spatial modes of the vec-
tor fields with space-variant polarization distribution [34–36].
We propose a scheme of creating the vector-polarization en-
tangled Bell states based on a Sagnac interferometer [37]. We
also design an analyzer for identifying the vector-polarization
entangled Bell states. Because the vector fields can be con-
sidered as a combination of a pair of orthogonally polarized
fields (photons) carrying the opposite-handedness quantized
OAMs [34], it is predictable that our approach provides an-
other practical route to define an infinitely dimensional dis-
crete Hilbert space and to future extend to multi-dimensional
multi-particle entanglement, enabling more efficient use of
communication channels in quantum cryptography. Further-
more, due to the combination of polarization and OAM, the
vector-polarization entanglement may increase security with
respect to the polarization or OAM entanglement in quantum
cryptography. It is conceivable that the vector-polarization
Bell states could be of considerable importance in quantum
communication, information, cryptography and teleportation,
making them versatile and potentially suitable for future tech-
nologies.

II. VECTOR-POLARIZATION BELL STATES

Polarization, momenta and phase are regarded as the con-
trollable degrees of freedom of photons. For the polarization
degree of freedom, the maximally entangled Bell states of two
photons are written as

|ψ∓〉 =
1
√

2
(|H〉|V〉 ∓ |V〉|H〉) , (1a)

|φ∓〉 =
1
√

2
(|H〉|H〉 ∓ |V〉|V〉) , (1b)
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where|H〉 and |V〉 indicate the horizontal and vertical polar-
ization eigenstates, respectively.

As is well known, it is easy to transform one Bell state into
another one. For instance, for|ψ+〉, (i) |ψ+〉 can be changed
into |φ+〉 with the aid of the polarization exchange (|H〉 ⇒ |V〉
and |V〉 ⇒ |H〉) which can be realized by a half-wave plate
(HWP), (ii) |ψ+〉 can be transformed into|ψ−〉 with the aid of
the polarization-dependent phase shift which is generatedby
a quarter-wave plate (QWP) [15], and (iii)|ψ+〉 can be con-
verted into|φ−〉 with the aid of both polarization exchange
and polarization phase shift, respectively. It should be pointed
out that|V〉 = σ1|H〉 and|H〉 = σ1|V〉, whereσ1 is the well-
known Pauli matrix being both Hermitian and unitary, and can
also describe the Jones matrix of the HWP with its fast axis at
−π/4 with respect to the horizontal axis.

The optical field with the helical phase structure of
exp[j(mϕ+ϕ0)] (shown in the left panel of Fig. 1a) carries the
OAM of m~ per photon, wherem is referred to as the topo-
logical charge or winding number and can take any integer
value [23, 38]. The OAM degree of freedom can be regarded
as a kind of degree of freedom of azimuth-variant phase. Al-
though the helical structure exhibits the phase change in two
dimensions in the Cartesian coordinate system, it is in factthe
azimuthal phase change in one dimension in the polar coordi-
nate system. During the propagation, the optical fields carry-
ing the OAM exhibit the intertwined (or helical) phase front
with its handedness depending on the sign ofm (a-1 and a-2
in Fig. 1a). Differently from the SAM or polarization which
constructs a two dimensional Hilbert space only, the OAM as
a new degree of freedom can define an infinitely dimensional
discrete (the quantization of OAM) Hilbert space [29–31]. We
have known that the vector fields with the space-variant dis-
tribution of states of polarization can be produced by com-
bining a pair of orthogonally polarized optical fields carrying
the opposite OAMs (or the helical phases with the opposite
handedness) [34, 35]. In recent years, the technique of gener-
ating the vector fields has become very mature [36]. Due to
novel properties, the vector fields have many potential appli-
cations in various realms [39–41], including quantum infor-
mation [32, 33]. Since the vector field is always associated
with a pair of OAMs with the opposite handedness, it is pos-
sible to define an infinitely dimensional discrete (the quan-
tization of vector-polarization state) Hilbert space (Fig. 1b),
which provides an opportunity that the vector-polarization
states as the degree of freedom are extended from two dimen-
sional Hilbert space to a higher dimensional one. Here we
focus on the quantum aspect of the vector-polarization states.

We first will construct the vector-polarization entangled
Bell states. We then also propose schemes of generating
and analyzing the vector-polarization Bell states. For lo-
cal linearly-polarized vector-polarization states, there are two
typical groups of basic states as follows

|U+m
R 〉 = sin(+mφ + φ0)|V〉 + cos(+mφ + φ0)|H〉, (2a)

|U+m
A 〉 = cos(+mφ + φ0)|V〉 − sin(+mφ + φ0)|H〉, (2b)

|U−m
R 〉 = sin(−mφ + φ0)|V〉 + cos(−mφ + φ0)|H〉, (2c)

|U−m
A 〉 = cos(−mφ + φ0)|V〉 − sin(−mφ + φ0)|H〉, (2d)
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FIG. 1: (a) Vortex optical field with an azimuthal phase term
exp[j(mϕ+ϕ0)], carrying an OAM ofm~, whereϕ0 is the initial phase
of an OAM state. The helical phase front (left), and the helical struc-
tures of two examples|m〉 = | + 2〉 (a-1) and|m〉 = | − 2〉 (a-2) during
the propagation.(b) Polarization distributions of vector-polarization
states described by Eqs. (3) or (4). The helical phase front whereφ0

is the initial phase of a vector-polarization state (left).b-1, b-2, b-3
and b-4 indicate polarization distributions of four vector-polarization
states as examples,|U+1

R 〉, |U+1
A 〉, |U−1

R 〉 and|U−1
A 〉, respectively.|U+1

R 〉
(b-1) and|U+1

A 〉 (b-2) for m= +1 andφ0 = 0 are a pair of orthogonal
vector-polarization states.|U−1

R 〉 (b-3) and|U−1
A 〉 (b-4) for m = −1

andφ0 = 0 are another pair of orthogonal vector-polarization states.

wherem is still the topological charge which is the same as in
the OAM. We can affirm from Eq. (2) that (|U+m

R 〉 and|U+m
A 〉)

and (|U−m
R 〉 and |U−m

A 〉) are two pairs of orthogonal vector-
polarization states. As examples, when the topological charge
m = 1, four basic vector-polarization states are shown by b-
1, b-2, b-3 and b-4 in Fig. 1b, respectively. They are easily
interchanged by using two HWPs [33]. In fact, the four ba-
sic vector-polarization states in Eq. (2) can be equivalently
rewritten as

|U+m
R 〉 =

1
√

2
(|R〉| −m〉 + |L〉| +m〉), (3a)

|U+m
A 〉 =

1

j
√

2
(|R〉| −m〉 − |L〉| +m〉), (3b)

|U−m
R 〉 =

1
√

2
(|R〉| +m〉 + |L〉| −m〉), (3c)

|U−m
A 〉 =

1

j
√

2
(|R〉| +m〉 − |L〉| −m〉), (3d)

where| + m〉 and | − m〉 stand for the paraxial spatial modes
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carrying OAMs of+m~ and−m~, and|R〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉+ j|V〉) and

|L〉 = 1√
2
(|H〉 − j|V〉) are the right and left circularly polarized

states, respectively. As the forms in Eq. (3),|U+m
R 〉, |U

+m
A 〉,

|U−m
R 〉 and|U−m

A 〉 are also regarded as single-photon “hybrid”
entangled states [32], and any one as a whole state represents
a kind of vector-polarization states [32].

Like the traditional polarization Bell states and the OAM
Bell states, two-photon vector-polarization Bell states con-
structed by the orthogonal bases|U+m

R 〉 and|U+m
A 〉 can be writ-

ten as follows

|Ψ+m
− 〉 =

1
√

2

(

|U+m
R 〉|U

+m
A 〉 − |U

+m
A 〉|U

+m
R 〉
)

, (4a)

|Ψ+m
+
〉 =

1
√

2

(

|U+m
R 〉|U

+m
A 〉 + |U

+m
A 〉|U

+m
R 〉
)

, (4b)

|Φ+m
− 〉 =

1
√

2

(

|U+m
R 〉|U

+m
R 〉 − |U

+m
A 〉|U

+m
A 〉
)

, (4c)

|Φ+m
+
〉 = 1
√

2

(

|U+m
R 〉|U

+m
R 〉 + |U

+m
A 〉|U

+m
A 〉
)

. (4d)

Of course, another pair of orthogonal bases|U−m
R 〉 and|U−m

A 〉
can also construct another two-photon vector-polarization
Bell states as follows

|Ψ−m
− 〉 =

1
√

2

(

|U−m
R 〉|U

−m
A 〉 − |U

−m
A 〉|U

−m
R 〉
)

, (5a)

|Ψ−m
+
〉 =

1
√

2

(

|U−m
R 〉|U

−m
A 〉 + |U

−m
A 〉|U

−m
R 〉
)

, (5b)

|Φ−m
− 〉 =

1
√

2

(

|U−m
R 〉|U

−m
R 〉 − |U

−m
A 〉|U

−m
A 〉
)

, (5c)

|Φ−m
+
〉 =

1
√

2

(

|U−m
R 〉|U

−m
R 〉 + |U

−m
A 〉|U

−m
A 〉
)

. (5d)

III. SCHEME FOR PREPARING
VECTOR-POLARIZATION BELL STATES

The scheme of preparing two-photon vector-polarization
Bell states, we presented, is shown in Fig. 2. By us-
ing degenerate spontaneous parametric down-conversion via
noncollinear type-II phase matching in a nonlinear crystal
(NLC), the traditional four polarization-entangled Bell states
described by Eq. (1) can be prepared [15] (Fig. 2a). The
HWP and the QWP in pathp1 are used to implement the in-
terchanges among the four polarization-entangled Bell states
described in Eq. (1). Then the polarization-entangled photons
a1 anda2 in path p1 and p2 enter into the respective genera-
tion systems of vector-polarization states (Fig. 2b), which are
composed of a Sagnac interferometer and some optical ele-
ments [37]. Correspondingly, the polarization-entangledpho-
tonsa1 anda2 in pathp1 andp2 are converted into the vector-
polarization entangled photonsb1 andb2, respectively. The
procedure of preparing the vector-polarization states will be
described below.

Before entering the Sagnac interferometer, photonsa1 (a2)
in path p1 (p2) pass firstly through a HWP whose fast axes

has the angle of−π/8 with respect to the horizontal direction
(Fig. 2b). The operator of this HWP,JHWP, can be written by
the Jones calculus as

JHWP =
1
√

2

[

1 1
1 −1

]

. (6)

This is in fact a Walsh-Hadamard matrix being both Hermi-
tian and unitary. Then the horizontally and vertically polar-
ized components ofa1 (a2), separated by the PBS, counter-
propagate along a common path in the Sagnac interferometer.
A space-variant phase plate (SVPP) with a helical phase front
makes the two counter-propagating fields (or photons) feel the
opposite chirality of the helical phases of exp(± jmφ) and then
carry the opposite OAMs of±m~. Thus the operator of the
SVPP can be expressed concisely by the Jones calculus as

JS VPP=

[

e+ jmφ 0
0 e− jmφ

]

. (7)

This matrix is always unitary but may not Hermitian except
for m= 0.

In our scheme (Fig. 2b), a geometric-phase shifter (GPS)
composed of three polarization elements (a sandwich struc-
ture, i.e. one HWP is sandwiched between two QWPs) is
used to control the geometric-phase shift between the two
counter-propagating orthogonally polarized components.The
fast axes of the two QWPs are parallel each other and are
fixed at an angle ofπ/4 with respect to the horizontal direc-
tion, while the HWP is allowed to rotate. When the two or-
thogonally polarized components pass through the GPS, both
dynamic phases have no change even though the HWP is ro-
tated [42]. Instead, the rotation of the HWP can acquire a
controllable geometric-phase shift between the two counter-
propagating orthogonally polarized components. The opera-
tor of this GPS can be described by the Jones calculus as

JGPS(θ) =

[

ej2θ 0
0 −e− j2θ

]

, (8)

whereθ is the angle forming the fast axis of the HWP with the
horizontal direction. This matrix is always unitary but may
not Hermitian except for the cases when 2θ is an integral mul-
tiple of π. This scheme is robust against the dynamic phase
fluctuation caused by the environmental turbulence in such a
common closed loop.

After photons leave from the Sagnac interferometer, an-
other QWP whose fast axis forming an angle ofϑ with the
horizontal direction is used to introduce a geometric phase.
The operator of the QWP,JQWP, can be described as

JQWP(ϑ) =

[

cos2 ϑ − j sin2 ϑ −( j + 1) sinϑ cosϑ
−( j + 1) sinϑ cosϑ sin2 ϑ − j cos2 ϑ

]

.

(9)
This matrix is always unitary but may not Hermitian except
for the cases whenϑ is an integral multiple ofπ/2.

With Eqs. (7) and (8), the accumulated operator of SVPP
and GPS units in the Sagnac interferometers can be rewritten
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FIG. 2: Schemes for preparing and for analysing the vector-polarization Bell states.(a) Scheme for preparing the polarization-entangled
states. A continuous wave shorter-wavelength laser can be used to pump a nonlinear crystal (NLC) to produce the polarization-entangled states
based on a noncollinear, degenerate type II spontaneous parametric down conversion. By controlling the HWP and QWP, anyone of the four
polarization-entangled Bell states described by Eq. (1) can be prepared.(b) Scheme for preparing the two-photon vector-polarization Bell
states.(c) Scheme for analysing the two-photon vector-polarization Bell states. RATP is a right-angled triangle prism which can be used to
adjust the optical length. D is a detect system consisting ofsingle mode fiber and single-photon detector. (See text for details).

asJGPS(θ)JS VPP. After passing through the generation sys-
tem of vector-polarization states, the evolutions of the eigen-
states of|H〉 and|V〉whenθ = π/8 andϑ = π/4 are as follows

|H〉 ⇒JQWP(π/4)JGPS(π/8)JS VPPJHWP|H〉 = e+ jπ/4|U+m
R 〉,
(10a)

|V〉 ⇒JQWP(π/4)JGPS(π/8)JS VPPJHWP|V〉 = e− jπ/4|U+m
A 〉.
(10b)

Then the traditional four polarization Bell states described by
Eq. (1) will be converted into the four vector-polarizationBell
states described by Eq. (4) as|ψ∓〉 ⇒ |Ψ+m

∓ 〉 and|φ∓〉 ⇒ |Φ+m
± 〉.

Whenθ = π/8 andϑ = −π/4 , the evolutions of the eigen-
states|H〉 and|V〉 can be written as follows

|H〉 ⇒JQWP(−π/4)JGPS(π/8)JS VPPJHWP|H〉 = e+ jπ/4|U−m
A 〉,

(11a)

|V〉 ⇒JQWP(−π/4)JGPS(π/8)JS VPPJHWP|V〉 = e− jπ/4|U−m
R 〉.

(11b)

In this case, the traditional four polarization Bell statesde-
scribed by Eq. (1) will be converted into the four vector-
polarization Bell states described by Eq. (5) as|ψ∓〉 ⇒ |Ψ−m

∓ 〉
and|φ∓〉 ⇒ |Φ−m

± 〉. After leaving from the generation system
of vector-polarization states, photonsa1 anda2 are converted
into photonsb1 andb2, respectively. By manipulating the po-
larization Bell states, therefore, the preparation of the vector-
polarization Bell states can be realized.

IV. ANALYZER OF VECTOR-POLARIZATION BELL
STATES

We present a vector-polarization Bell-state analyzer
(Fig. 2c) which is similar to the analyzer in Ref. [32]. Pho-
tonsb1 (b2) will meet a fork-shaped phase grating (FSPG).
When the FSPG has the same topological charge with the
SVPP mentioned above, an incoming photon in the state
|U+m

X 〉 (|U−m
X 〉), whereX = R or A, will be transformed into

two equal-probability diffraction beams: One is the right-
circularly polarized state|R〉 in the+1st (−1st) diffraction or-
der and the other one is the left-circularly polarized state|L〉
in the−1st (+1st) diffraction order, and both beams carry no
OAM. A QWP and a HWP are then used to transform|R〉 and
|L〉 into |V〉 and |H〉, respectively. The two equal-probability
diffraction beams will merge on a PBS. Photons in the states
|U+m

X 〉 (|U−m
X 〉) exit in pathp+ (p−) behind the PBS as shown

in Fig. 2c. By using two HWPs in pathsp+ and p− (whose
fast axes have an angle of−π/8 with respect to the horizontal
direction), the four vector-polarization states,|U+m

R 〉, |U
+m
A 〉,

|U−m
R 〉 and |U−m

A 〉, can be distinguished with other two PBSs.
Finally, the analysis of the vector-polarization-entangled Bell
states with joint measurement can be realized.

V. DISCUSSION

It should be noted that there are some similarities between
the OAM states and the vector-polarization states. For exam-
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ple, both of them use the same parameter called topological
chargemto describe the two-dimensional spatial distributions,
as shown in Fig. 1. However, they are two complete inde-
pendent degrees of freedom. The OAM states are associated
with the phase, while the vector-polarization states are related
to the polarization. Photons in the vector-polarization state
carry the information of both the OAM and the space-variant
polarization. Compared with the OAM states, the vector-
polarization states have some advantages such as, for a given
topological chargem, only one OAM state|m〉 corresponds
to it, while there are two vector-polarization states|Um

R〉 and
|Um

A 〉. A major challenge is to ultimately confirm the entan-
glement in experiment, which may be a Bell inequality ex-
periment generalized to more states. For a linearly-polarized
pump field with zero angular momentum (including spin and
orbital angular momentum), the emitted state can be repre-
sented by

|ψ〉 =
+∞
∑

m=0

(C+m,+m
R,R |U+m

R 〉|U
+m
R 〉 +C+m,+m

R,A |U+m
R 〉|U

+m
A 〉

+C+m,−m
R,R |U+m

R 〉|U
−m
R 〉 +C+m,−m

R,A |U+m
R 〉|U

−m
A 〉

+C+m,+m
A,R |U+m

A 〉|U
+m
R 〉 +C+m,+m

A,A |U+m
A 〉|U

+m
A 〉

+C+m,−m
A,R |U+m

A 〉|U
−m
R 〉 +C+m,−m

A,A |U+m
A 〉|U

−m
A 〉

+C−m,+m
R,R |U−m

R 〉|U
+m
R 〉 +C−m,+m

R,A |U−m
R 〉|U

+m
A 〉

+C−m,−m
R,R |U−m

R 〉|U
−m
R 〉 +C−m,−m

R,A |U−m
R 〉|U

−m
A 〉

+C−m,+m
A,R |U−m

A 〉|U
+m
R 〉 +C−m,+m

A,A |U−m
A 〉|U

+m
A 〉

+C−m,−m
A,R |U−m

A 〉|U
−m
R 〉 +C−m,−m

A,A |U−m
A 〉|U

−m
A 〉), (12)

whereCi, j
P,Q denote the corresponding probability amplitude

for measuring|U i
P〉|U

j
Q〉 (i, j = +m,−m and P,Q = R,A).

The photonic state (12) is an infinite dimensional entangled
state for two photons, meaning neither photon possesses a
well-defined vector-polarization state after parametric down-
conversion. The measurement of one photon defines its
vector-polarization state, and projects the second one into the
corresponding vector-polarization state. The state in Eq.(12)

is composed of infinite dimensional vector-polarization basis
which forms an infinite dimensional Hilbert space.

In summary, we have proposed the concept of the vector-
polarization Bell state from traditional polarization state by
analogy between the OAM and phase, and extended the
Hilbert space of degree of polarization from two dimen-
sions to indefinite dimensions. The polarization entangled
Bell states have been constructed. By using some optical
elements and a Sagnac interferometer, an effective vector-
polarization states generation system has been presented.We
have also designed an analyzer to distinguish the vector-
polarization Bell states by using the linear optical elements
only. The similarities and differences between OAM states
and vector-polarization states have been pointed out. The
vector-polarization state is an independent degree of freedom
from the OAM states although it is always associated to a pair
of opposite OAMs. Differently from the traditional polariza-
tion states, the vector-polarization states are also “quantized”,
because which are always associated with a pair of quantized
OAMs with opposite handedness. These vector-polarization
states could be in fact extended to higher-dimensional multi-
particle entanglement. These vector-polarization statescould
be anticipated many applications in quantum cryptography,
quantum teleportation, quantum communication, and quan-
tum information, due to their higher dimensions and larger
flux of information. These photon states should be versatile
and potentially suitable for future photonic technologies.
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